A novel scanning near-field ultrasound holography (SNFUH) technique has been developed which combines the nanometer-scale spatial resolution of conventional scanning probe microscope (SPM) with the surface and subsurface imaging capabilities [1] . This technique fills the critical void in characterization and investigation of the static and dynamic mechanics of nanoscale systems and address emerging issues in imaging and analysis of diverse "embedded" nano and microscale structures, and engineered systems. The SNFUH development integrates three major approaches: a unique combination of scanning probe microscope platform (which enjoys excellent lateral and vertical resolution) coupled to microscale ultrasound source and detection (which facilitates "looking" deeper into structures, section-by-section) and a novel holography approach (to enhance phase resolution and phase coupling in imaging).
Existing far-field ultrasonic or acoustic microscopy techniques [2] suffer from spatial resolution limitations. Moreover, all far field microscopies lack: resolution Limitations due to Rayleigh limit: 0.51λ/N.A., coupling fluid attenuation ~ f 2 , and impedance mismatches. Recently ultrasonic force microscopy [3] [4] [5] [6] has been widely used to map the elastic properties of soft and hard surfaces.
In SNFUH approach, a high frequency (~ 100's of KHz to several MHz) acoustic wave is launched from the bottom of the specimen, while another wave is launched on the AFM cantilever, albeit at a slightly different frequency. The interference of these two waves would nominally form so-called "beats" and "product frequencies" which is monitored by the AFM tip, which itself acts as an antenna for both phase and amplitude of the beats and product frequencies. As the specimen acoustic wave gets perturbed by sub-surface (and surface) features, especially its phase, the local acoustic interference is very effectively monitored by the AFM tip. Thus, within the near-field regime (which enjoys superb lateral and vertical resolution), the acoustic wave (which is nondestructive and sensitive to mechanical/elastic variation in its "path") is fully analyzed, point-bypoint, by the AFM acoustic antenna in terms of phase and amplitude. Thus, as the specimen is scanned across, a pictorial representation of acoustic wave's perturbation is fully recorded and displayed, to offer "quantitative" account of internal microstructure of the specimen.
Several applications of SNFUH in critical metrology problems in microelectronic devices are demonstrated with examples of high resolution recognition of electron beam lithography patterned structures buried under Mo/Si multilayer film stack, imaging of passivated Cu interconnects under dielectric layers, and void formation in electro-migration. Figure 1A depicts the conventional topography image, while Figure 1B is the corresponding (simultaneously recorded) SNFUH phase image. The topography scan shows uniform and featureless surface except few surface contaminants. However, the corresponding SNFUH phase image shown in Figure 1B clearly reveals the phase contrast reminiscent of the buried e-beam
patterned lines under the multilayer stack (300 nm). The bright contrast in the phase image corresponds to buried patterned lines, which undergoes a distinct viscoelastic response to the specimen ultrasound wave. Fig. 2A shows the topography image of passivation layers with buried Cu interconnects. It shows uniform surface with typical topographical features. Fig. 2B shows the SNFUH phase image, which clearly shows in remarkable and intricate details, the buried Cu patterns underneath the dielectric capping layers. Besides identifying the buried Cu interconnects patterns, evidence for voiding due to stress-testing is reminiscent from the images, which indicates that voids have been formed in the vias connecting the two metal lines. The darker contrast suggests significant mass transport along grain boundaries towards the sidewall, where the voids shown by arrows tend to grow and agglomerate. The results in Fig. 1 and 2 establishes that SNFUH approach can readily visualize defect formation in buried microelectronic structures coupled with excellent pattern recognition, which is not possible with any other hitherto metrology techniques. 
